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THE CREDITS
Directed by .... ....... .. ........ ....... .... .... .. ....................... .. ..... ... JOEL COEN
Produced by .... ............ .. .. .... ..... .. .... .. .... .... .. .... .. .. .. ...... ETHAN COEN
Written by ........ .. .. .... .... ...... .... ...... ETHA N COEN and JOEL COEN
Co-Producer .. ... ..... ... .. .. ...... .... ... ..... ........ ... .. .... ... ..G RAHAM PLAC E
Executive Producers .... ......... ...... .... .. .. ...... .... .. . BEN BARENHOL TS
TEDPEDAS
JIM PEDAS, BILL DURKIN
Director of Photography .......... .. ........ .... .......... ... ROG ER DEAKINS

THE CAST
Barton Fink .......... ................... ........... .. ....... .........JOHN TURTURRO
Charlie Meadows ..... .......... ................ ................JOHN GOODMAN
Audrey Taylor .................... ..................................... ......JUDY DAVIS
Jack Lipnick ...... .......................... .... ................... MICHAEL LERNER
W.P. Mayhew .... ...................................... ............JOHN MAHONEY
Ben Geisler ................................... .......................TONY SHALHOUB
Lou Breeze .... .............................. ...... ........ ....... ...............JON POLITO
Chet. ....... .... .. ................................. .......................... .STEVE BUSCEMI
And Featuring the Golden Throat of
WILLIAM PRESTON ROBERTSON

John Turturro in Barton Fink

In May 1991 I was amongst a group of people milling around in
jeans, Dr Marten's boots and weird hair, revelling in the rare
opportunity of seeing the directors of t-he film being screened
tonight, when they made an appearance in Brighton. Two days
earlier (20th May to be exact) BARTON FINK had won three major
prizes at the Cannes Film Festival; best film, best direction and
best actor.
That evening in Brighton the talented film-makers were appearing
in the less than luxurious (frankly rather scruffy) surroundings
of the Duke of York's independent cinema. I can remember still,
seeing the Coen brothers; the tall Joel with his long dark ponytail, and the less talkative Ethan, three years younger, shorter
and with contrasting light brown curls. I recall also many of the
comments made about BARTON FINK.
Joel and Ethan Coen write the screenplays, and direct their films
together, though it is usually Joel who is credited as director.
Their films
are made within the American commercial mainstream,
but
come across more as 'art movies'. Their recognised output
consists of four films; BLOOD SIMPLE (1984), RAISING ARIZONA
(1987), MILLER'S CROSSING (1990) and BARTON FINK (1991).
Barton Fink was inspired by the Coen brothers' experience of
writer's block during the writing of Miller's Crossing. "We'd
reached an impasse in writing the plot of Miller's Crossing, and
we decided to work on another story. One of the things rattling
around for a long time was to set a movie in an old decrepit
hotel."
Set in 1941, Barton Fink is a well-meaning, slightly leftist
Broadway playwright, who achieves overnight success with a play,
and is then enticed to Hollywood by an eccentric movie mogul, Jack
Lipnick. There, feeling like a fish out of water, he is assigned,
to write a screenplay for a 'B' movie wrestling picture starring
Wallace Beery. He develops writer's block and his inability to
write his script is displaced and abstracted on the film's soundtrack, where every noise is amplified, echoed and distorted. The
Coens have an ability to find aural and tactile devices to suggest
a world gone awry.
However, to his rescue comes his next door neighbour, in the
chubby form of insurance salesman Charlie Meadows, and helps
Barton to overcome his blockage. But not · in the way that he
expects.

j ohn Turtzn-ro, as Barton Fink (seated) and j on Polito register
apprehensio11 in Ltpnicb office.

"Barton grew out of thinking about a charact er trying to get some
foothold on reality and his world becomes his room at night ...... .
And then the world he has to deal with during the day, this
surreal Hollywo od, when he goes out to find some sort of anchor is
even more disorien tating than the hotel room." Indeed the hotel
almost becomes another charact er, " a decaying organism ", as Joel
put it.
The film was written with John Turturro and John Goodman
specific ally in mind. "We'd admired both of them as actors and
become friends with them. Thinking about them as the characte rs
made writing the film easier, putting them together propelle d the
whole thing." ·
The characte r of Barton Fink ( John Turturro ) has much in common
with the real-lif e playwrig ht
Clifford Odets, and the play that
can be heard at the start of the film is said to be a pastiche of

BARTON FINK

Odet' s 'Awake and Sing' . John Goodman ( in the role of Charlie
Meadows, but best known for his co-starring part in the TV series
'Roseanne'), who had already worked with the brothers on Raising
Arizona, had been pigeon-holed and was getting frustrated. He was
therefore eager to do something a little different.
Another character W P Mayhew, appears to have been inspired s::ry
William Faulkner. John Mahoney who plays Mayhew, bears a striking
resemblance to Faulkner, the character being that of a great
Southern alcoholic novelist. Whilst, Jack Lipnick, the fasttalking, arm-waving studio chief is a very funny stereotype, who
seems to illustrate how much Barton's view about art and its
social functions differ from that of the demands of the Hollywood
studio.
To have more than introduced the plot would certainly spoil this
bizarre movie, which is like a hybrid, 11 a monst_e r growth from
several genres. 11
The directors are trying to make the audience
identify with what Barton Fink sees, hears and feels. Definitely a
bizarre and genuinely nightmarish film. Perhaps the story takes
place in Barton's head, it could all be a dream.
JEREMY MITCHELL
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